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As a covered entity under Title II of the Americans with Disabilities Act, the City of Los Angeles does not discriminate on the basis of disability and upon 
request, will provide reasonable accommodations to ensure equal access to its programs, services and activities.
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LIKE MUSLIMS TO MECCA, Catholics to the Vatican or mullet-
headed hillbillies to NASCAR, the annual desert pilgrimage for 
music lovers is upon us. The Coachella Valley Music and Arts 
Festival has become the music festival, nestled close to the 
industry hotbed of L.A. but also attracting flocks of fans from 
across the globe. The three-day, two-weekend festival has the 
ability to make or break an artist, it can resurrect West Coast rap 
royalty in the form of a hologram and it can supply happiness 
and a hangover that’ll last way beyond the end of the weekend. 
Whether you like it or not—whether you despise the state of 
modern music, electro “drops” and all—Coachella has become 
today’s Woodstock. So when tickets went on sale for 2015’s 
festival, they sold out faster than you could say “Kendall Jenner’s 
nose ring.” And just as quick as the tickets were snatched up, the 
lineup was knocked and praised by fans and critics alike. So grab 
your feathered earrings, your sunglasses and your mind-altering 
substances because we’re going to take you through this year’s 
musical guests. 

Because life is short, let’s make like an impatient child on 
Ritalin and start straight at the top with the headliners. First off 
we got Australia’s legendary pundits of frat-boy ballads, AC/DC. 
Though this may seem slightly askew from Coachella’s generally 
adolescent turnout, it was likely a move to add an element of 
widely accepted diversity, as they usually do. The band will 
be without longtime drummer, Phil Rudd who in late 2014 
was arrested in New Zealand for drug possession and alleged 
murder-for-hire. Along with Rudd’s absence, the band will be 
missing original member Malcolm Young, who has been stricken 
with dementia. Next up is Jack White. Though White is rock n’ 
roll’s current golden child—a sort of Eric Clapton with a blues-
infused thundercloud over his head—and a recent recipient of 

a Grammy, little hype has emerged his coming performance. 
And closing out the two weekends this year is Drake. There is no 
surprise with this decision because everybody—your mother, 
your little sister, your dog—seems to like the teen drama actor 
turned rapper. Make sure to look into his eyes when he sings; 
those brown orbs are said to cure cancer.

Some of us go-getters out there went above and beyond our 
baseline duties and read past the bold-faced type at the top of the 
lineup poster. For those overachievers, a substantial catalogue 
of second tier artists pleasantly rewarded them. From alt-j to 
Alabama Shakes, from St. Vincent to The Weeknd, Florence and 
the Machine to Tame Impala, the list of secondary performers 
is very strong for 2015. On top of the previously mentioned 
artists in the prime of their careers, there are a few unexpected 
throwbacks in the mix. There’s Belle and Sebastian (who just 
released their first album in five years), Interpol and rebel armed 
with an acoustic six-string, Ryan Adams. 

Moving even further down the list into the attention-span 
no-mans-land, the artists keep getting better. As a general rule 
with festival lineups, the smaller the typeface, the less trendy 
the band. But this year’s bottom-billed attendees are a force 
worth reckoning, including Ghostface Killah, Mac Demarco, 
Action Bronson, Chet Faker, The Orwells and a startlingly 
low placement for Panda Bear. Noah Benjamin Lennox, aka 
Panda Bear, is also the founding member of Animal Collective, 
a headlining act in itself. And just this year, Lennox released a 
widely acclaimed album, Panda Bear Meets the Grim Reaper. 
Although they won’t be dominating the main stages at the most 
desirable time slots, the so-called second-class acts will likely be 
the ones to watch.

For Coachella veterans, the festival of today looks much 

different than it once was. Nowadays, about 80,000-85,000 
people assemble in the desert compared to 25,000 in 1999, 
the first year of Coachella’s existence. The spike in numbers 
is a direct result of Goldenvoice, the company that promotes 
Coachella. In 2012, Goldenvoice bought land surrounding the 
grounds for a total of 280 acres. That year was also the first time 
that the festival was held on two consecutive weekends, allotting 
double opportunity for sweat and debauch in the desert. For 
music festival diehards, this change has been a royal buzzkill, 
attracting more and more people and less niche-friendly bands. 
Instead, organizers book the hottest, most mainstream artists to 
attract the most widespread crowd possible. They’ve substituted 
originality and quality for a bigger paycheck or, in other words, 
they’ve sold out, man. 

Jimmy Kimmel’s interviews, trolling attendees of 2013’s 
festival into saying they like bands that don’t exist, shows a sad 
truth. Liking little-known, niche artists is deemed “cool” yet the 
big names are all we really care about. 

Nonetheless, dehydrating yourself in the desert while 
pony-tailed men high on psychedelics gyrate is still a damn 
good time, a rite of passage for the modern youth. And despite 
a deteriorating display of headliners, there is still an abundance 
of worthy bands to be heard and surely some to discover. So 
belt out the lyrics to “Highway to Hell.” Admire the wonder of 
Jack White’s pale skin and his face-melting guitar solos. Bump 
and grind as Canada’s number one export sweetly makes love 
to your ears. But check out the smaller acts, too. For one day, 
you might be a grumpy old thirtysomething with a steady 
job and a mortgage, and you’ll reminisce about the good ‘ol  
days when you saw “so-and-so before they sold out and  
became famous.”

MUSIC

COACHELLA ’15
Headliners aside, the second-tier performers promise a worthy show…

BY: DASHEL PIERSON PLESA
The Sahara Tent during last year’s Coachella Valley Music and Art Festival JAY L. CLENDENIN/LOS ANGELES TIMES/MCT
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SO SOON AFTER ITS UNEXPECTED ISSUE late Sunday, “To 
Pimp a Butterfly,” the new record by Compton-raised rapper 
and lyricist Kendrick Lamar, is still settling in, less a voluminous 
whole than a germinal swirl of phrases, grooves, bass lines and 
themes both personal and political working to find purchase.

“I got a bone to pick!” “I went to war last night.” The 
bounced-beat chants of “King Kunta!” “Obama say what it do?” 
The dance hall hook in “The Blacker the Berry” The revelatory 
last verse of “For Free?” The frantic strangeness of “u,” which 
features a raw-throated performance worthy of Martin Sheen’s 
hotel meltdown in “Apocalypse Now.” “Like a Chevy in quick-
sand.” “We want the funk!” “What’s the yams?” “I’m black as the 
heart of a .... Aryan.” “I know you hate me, don’t you? You hate 
my people.”

And unbeknown to most people over 40, many in a young 
generation have been doing some extracurricular homework 
in these early days: absorbing every syllable and rhyme of “To 
Pimp a Butterfly’s” 16 tracks, reveling in Lamar’s cadence and 
the way he so dexterously rolls through his well-crafted verses. 
It was the most anticipated rap album of the year, delivered by a 
mature voice born in Chicago and raised in Compton, one who 
ditched gangland Los Angeles for a shot at hip-hop glory.

If you see a kid with earbuds on, chances are she’s work-
ing to figure out whether Lamar’s new Afro-futuristic direction 
on the record’s first half is cool with her, or whether the more 
traditional second half, filled with jams like “Hood Politics” and 
“How Much a Dollar Cost,” is her speed. As she passes you in 
the hallway or on the street, she’s contemplating a parable about 
caterpillars and cocoons, connecting “To Pimp a Butterfly” and 
“To Kill a Mockingbird,” wondering about the artist’s messages 
and pondering Lamar’s inclusion of the posthumous prediction 
of the late rapper Tupac Shakur regarding the tone and texture 
of the next revolution.

A thematically linked record teeming with brass, strings, 
funk, hip-hop, Vocoder nods to Parliament-Funkadelic and a 
collection of ideas worthy of operatic adaptation, Lamar’s third 
studio album is a realm away from his breakout 2012 album, 
“good kid, m.A.A.d city,” equally rich and way, way further gone.

Throughout it, Lamar, 27, delivers lyrics filled with a simi-
lar experiential honesty and self-critique that propelled him to 

recognition with his debut album, “Section.80,” and its five-time 
Grammy-nominated follow-up, “good kid...”

From the start, his ambition has been astounding. This re-
cord is so expansive that it’s tough to wrestle into shape, even as 
it overflows with wit, smarts and a masterful skill of the language 
and phrasing. Lamar plays with his voice, dramatizing the tone 
of an old man here, trading barbs with himself there. He heaves 
with feigned breakdown, pinches his throat to move into a high-
pitched whine. He varies the speed and tempo of his lines like 
Miles Davis lost inside a solo; one second, he’s stretching a few 
syllables through a four-measure phrase, the next, he’s dividing 
and cramming syllables into quarter, eighth and sixteenth notes.

This third record is less readily catchy than its predecessor, 
dwelling within a bottom-end bass zone created by session man 
and co-producer Thundercat. The record depicts Lamar run-
ning from the devil (who takes the form of a character named 
Lucy — short for Lucifer), tracing life “from Compton to Con-
gress,” chiding judges, the LAPD and the rap world’s relentless 
quest for money. He suffers a claustrophobic near-breakdown in 
“u” and conducts a mock interview with the late Shakur on the 
album closer “Mortal Man.”

Like “good kid ...” the new record mixes up external and 
internal realities and features conceptually linked lines and in-
terludes. Musically, it loosens its structures until they’re nearly 
liquid, tapping into a certain Southern California vibe that mix-
es the smooth, rolling beats with loose John Coltrane-style jazz. 
Free-floating brass and drum tones suggestive of beatmaker Fly-
ing Lotus, who co-produced opening song “Wesley’s Theory,” 
permeate the record. Lamar and producers including Terrace 
Martin, Rahki, Sounwave, Knxwledge, Boi-1da and Taz Arnold 
employ classic Dr. Dre G-funk sounds as a springboard — while 
simultaneously hinting at Prince’s stubbornly exploratory dou-
ble album “Sign o’ the Times.”

He’s not the only one tapping this spirit, but he’s the most 
verbal. Like kindred musicians Janelle Monae, Flying Lotus and 
D’Angelo, Lamar is thinking in big picture ideas, the kind that 
connect artists as far afield as Sun Ra, Davis, Alice Coltrane, 
Curtis Mayfield, Lauryn Hill and Nas. He makes decisions based 
not on Top 100 placement but on grand conceits, ignoring 
flimsy catchiness in favor of weighty aural pedestals packed with 

memory, history and echoes of souls and sounds past.
Musically, it can be schizophrenic, as if the artist were 

working hard to tether himself lest he alienate his more conser-
vative fans, those who don’t know Flying Lotus from the Flying 
Wallendas. But the tethering, which unfolds across the record’s 
second half, is necessary. Were he to fly too far afield, he’d lose 
his focus.

The record climaxes with “Mortal Man,” a 12-minute epic 
that features wondrous Lamar verses about Nelson Mandela, 
devotion, spiritual enlightenment and power. In the aforemen-
tioned “interview” with Shakur, Lamar “questions” a recording 
of Shakur as a soundtrack gradually rises into a free-jazz jam 
that seems beamed from 1967. It’s kind of a cheesy conceit.

It’s a fiery conversation, though, in which the two “con-
verse” about, among other things, fame, the fattening of the up-
per class and the life cycle of the black man’s power. Near the 
end, Shakur makes a prediction, one sure to fuel right-wing fear-
mongering for the rest of the year.

“I think that [black men] is tired-a grabbin’ ... out the 
stores and next time it’s a riot, it’s gonna be like bloodshed, for 
real. I don’t think America know that. I think America think we 
was just playing, and it’s gonna be some more playing, but it 
ain’t gonna be no playing. It’s gonna be murder, you know what 
I’m saying? It’s gonna be like Nat Turner, 1831 ...”

That’s a dead man talking, though, and Lamar’s fully alive 
on “To Pimp a Butterfly,” too alive to be a doomsayer.

Whether this is the future or not, the messages Lamar has 
crafted are, as you read this, being memorized in whole verses 
by tens of thousands, being repeated between classes whether 
in Des Moines, Detroit or Inglewood. Anyone seeking to under-
stand the grievances, the frustrations, inspirations and creative 
power of youth culture should be absorbing every word of “To 
Pimp a Butterfly.”

What they’ll find is dense, ripe for exploration. Or, as La-
mar describes the bounty, “a lot of metaphors leaving miracles 
metaphysically in a state of euphoria.”

©2015 Los Angeles Times
Visit the Los Angeles Times at www.latimes.com
Distributed by Tribune Content Agency, LLC

KENDRICK 
LAMAR’S 
‘TO PIMP A 
BUTTERFLY’ 
IS DENSE, 
DIFFICULT, 
GRANDIOSE
BY RANDALL ROBERTS

LOS ANGELES TIMES

(TNS)

Kendrick Lamar’s latest album was released unexpectedly on Sunday, March 14th. AFTERMATH/INTERSCOPE (TOP DAWG ENTERTAINMENT)

http://www.campuscircle.com
http://www.latimes.com/
http://www.tribunecontentagency.com/
http://www.latimes.com/
http://www.tribunenewsservice.com/
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BEFORE THE DIGITAL REVOLUTION allowed every cargo-
pant-wearing college student to cruise from class to class while 
listening to The Pixies, music was tangible. You actually had 
to go to the store, as opposed to Spotify streaming or illegal 
downloads, to purchase a physical copy of your music. Some 
would argue that digitalization made music cold and lifeless, 
despite the power to carry thousands of songs in your pocket. 
Music purists maintain that there is no substitute for the warm, 
right-there-in-your-living-room sound of vinyl. 

For those nostalgic of actually owning a physical album, 
Record Store Day is like Christmas morning. On April 18th, 
record stores across the U.S. and Europe will be selling unreleased 
vinyl by a variety of artists spanning from the Foo Fighters to 
Johnny Cash, Springsteen to A$AP Rocky and Cypress Hill to 
Sinatra. This year’s Record Store Day Ambassador is none other 
than Foo Fighters front man, Dave Grohl. “I believe that the 
power of the record store to inspire is still alive and well, and 
that their importance to our next generation of musicians is 
crucial,” wrote Grohl in acceptance of his nomination. 

Local, independently owned record stores were once the 
epicenter for musicians and fans alike to discover and discuss 
new artists. And with vinyl resurging as a viable medium, aside 
from being a nostalgic novelty, these shops are still asserting a 
deserved dominance. “Vinyl is the real deal,” said Jack White, 
musician and owner of Third Man Records who is releasing 
a 10-inch of Elvis Presley’s first recordings on the 18th. “I’ve 
always felt like, until you buy the vinyl record, you don’t really 
own the album. And it’s not just me or a little pet thing or some 
retro romantic thing from the past. It is still alive.” Below, we 
explore the most exciting releases for this year’s Record Store 
Day and where to find them in Los Angeles. 

PARTICIPATING RECORD STORES
Amoeba Records
When Amoeba opened the doors of their largest location ever 
on Sunset Blvd., it became clear who the king of records was 
in Los Angeles. With two stories occupying an entire block in 

downtown Hollywood, Amoeba is like the Costco of record 
stores minus the $1 hotdogs and ugly American consumerism. 
And with regular in-house concerts, Amoeba is a perfect place to 
spend an afternoon flipping through stacks of records. 
6400 West Sunset Blvd., Hollywood, CA 90028

The Record Parlour
Dedicated to everything pre-digital, The Record Parlour is a hub 
for vintage jukeboxes, old-school audio gear, music memorabilia 
and of course, vinyl. Having opened just two years ago, the shop 
has become a staple with Hollywood music fanatics and beyond. 
Aside from a collection of over 15,000 vinyl records for sale, The 
Record Parlour is like walking back in time with miscellaneous 
mementos of music’s past.
6408 Selma Ave., Hollywood CA, 90028

Origami Vinyl
As a record label and store combined, Origami specializes in 
releasing new and local artists in nostalgic, eargasmic vinyl. And 
what better place to do so than in the artistic mecca of Echo 
Park? The shop is neighbor to The Echo, one of the premier 
spots in L.A. to see up-and-coming artists in a small, intimate 
venue. But don’t let the name fool you; practicing Japanese 
paper-folding art is not recommended with vinyl records. 
1816 W Sunset Blvd., Echo Park CA, 90026

WHAT TO LOOK FOR
The White Stripes, Get Behind Me Satan
For the first time, The White Stripes’ 2005 record will be available 
on vinyl. The album features hits like “Blue Orchid” and “My 
Doorbell.” In true White Stripes fashion, one side of the record 
will be blood red while the other, a chaste white. 

Jimi Hendrix, Live at Atlanta Pop Festival (1970)
In Atlanta, Hendrix performed to the largest audience of his 
career, opening with his rendition of the Star Spangled Banner 
at midnight on the Fourth of July. Relive what was surely a 

legendary event with live recordings of “Freedom” and “Purple 
Haze.”

A$AP Rocky, Lord Pretty Flacko Jodye 2
Fans anticipating Lord Flacko’s newest album (scheduled for 
release later this year) should ease the pain of waiting with 
this shiny new 7-inch. And shiny it will be. The Harlem rapper 
and style master is releasing the album in all white and a classy 
packaging. 

Father John Misty, I Loved You, Honeybee
You read that correctly. No typo here. J. Tillman, the former Fleet 
Fox turned solo act, will release an alternate version of his recent 
album’s title track, “I Love You, Honeybear.” Along with that, the 
album comes with a new tack, “I’ve Never Been a Woman.” Oh, 
and the album will be heart-shaped so, you know, awwwww.

Foo Fighters, Songs from the Laundry Room
Recorded by Barrett Jones, who co-produced the Foo Fighters’ 
debut album, this new 10-inch will feature a blend of old, new 
and random tracks. Old: “Big Me” and “Alone + Easy Target.” 
New: “Empty Handed.” Random: a cover of Kim Wilde’s hit 
“Kids in America.” But hey, he’s Dave Grohl. He can do what 
he wants. 

Mumford & Sons, Believe / The Wolf
Having ditched the folky banjos for electric guitars, Mumford & 
Sons’ upcoming album, Wilder Mind, has sparked both excitement 
and worry. Can they still make us feel raw emotion and heartbreak 
in this new medium? With the release of two songs from the 
album, “Believe” and “The Wolf,” fans will find out. 

Elvis Presley, My Happiness  
Perhaps playing Elvis in Dewey Cox: Walk Hard had a strong 
impact on Jack White. Perhaps it was just his music. Earlier this 
year, White bought Elvis’ first-ever recording for $300,000 at 
auction. Now, he’s releasing it for the public to enjoy. 

VINYL REVIVAL
Annual Record Store Day welcomes a resurgence of analog 

BY CAMPUS CIRCLE STAFF

Two tracks from Mumford & Sons forthcoming Wilder Mind will be released. The White Stripes’ Get Behind Me Satan will be released for the first time.

The Record Parlour, one of L.A.’s many stores participating in this year’s RSD.
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MUSIC BOOKS

IT’S MORE A COLLECTION OF HUMOROUS ESSAYS than a cocktail book, but the newly re-
leased “Party Like a President: True Tales of Inebriation, Lechery and Mischief from the Oval Of-
fice” (Workman, $14.95), is an entertaining read. Humorist Brian Abrams (“AND NOW ... An Oral 
History of Late Night with David Letterman”), delivers a record of the drinking of the nation, not 
just its leaders.

Every president gets a chapter and each is attached to a drink choice, though in many cases 
that beverage is not so much what history recorded he drank, as much as a drink common for the 
time. Franklin Pierce fancied hot rum punch, when not drinking casks of Madeira, but the recipe is 
culled from several books of the period. Abrams details how to make hard cider, so you can drink 
like John Adams, and the people of the time. (Safe drinking water was hard to come by, so everyone 
drank lots of hard cider.)

The early years of the nation 
were pretty much doused in booze, 
with Madeira, the fortified wine 
from the Portuguese island with 
a 20 percent alcohol level, being 
the most popular choice. Dolley 
Madison was known for bourbon 
punch, Virginian John Tyler liked 
a mint julep and the shrub (lately 
enjoying a comeback) was popular 
in the days of James K. Polk.

Cheeky illustrations by John 
Mathias populate the book. (The 
doomed 32-day reign of William 
Henry Harrison is kissed off in a 
two-page set of comic panels. We 
never even learn what the poor 
bugger liked to drink.)

Thomas Jefferson’s five-year 
diplomatic turn in France influ-
enced his tastes. Back home his 
monthly order comprised “630 
gallons of Madeira, one barrel 
of sherry, 540 bottles of sauterne 
and 400 bottles of claret,” Abrams 
writes. And plenty of Champagne; 
his 1804 bill was $3,000. Of course, 
not all of that was for him. Jeffer-
son’s Monticello dining room was 
often full of guests.

Andrew Jackson’s inaugura-
tion day was marred by a crowd of 
thousands that mobbed the White 
House, smashing the place up and 
eating and drinking whatever they could get their hands on. The day was saved when the kitchen 
staff moved the party’s main hooch, an orange punch (“a barn-burning recipe for moonshine that 
smacks sweet on one’s lips before tearing out the lining of one’s stomach”), out onto the lawn. The 
mob followed. The recipe for the infamous punch is lost (maybe on purpose?) but Abrams offers a 
version gleaned from 19th century cookbooks.

Little is said about what Abraham Lincoln drank — though he seemed to pop pills (laden 
with mercury, yikes) to banish depression — excepting a youthful stunt of drinking straight from 
a whiskey barrel to win a wager.

Bess and Harry Truman’s idea of an Old Fashioned was more like straight bourbon on ice.
Teddy Roosevelt abstained, mostly, instead fueling his hard-charging ways with copious 

amounts of coffee (an amount rumored to be a gallon a day).
And our current president? He gets tagged as a heavy user of weed in younger years (“I in-

haled. That was the point.”), and the beer summit (with Henry Louis Gates Jr. and Sgt. James Crow-
ley) is mentioned, but the more notable White House foray into craft beer brewing is skipped. The 
recipes for honey ale and honey porter (shared by former assistant chef Sam Kass at http://1.usa.
gov/1xkW5wb) are certainly a more interesting legacy than the undrinkable pot-infused martini 
that Abrams lists and Obama certainly never tasted.

©2015 Chicago Tribune
Visit the Chicago Tribune at www.chicagotribune.com
Distributed by Tribune Content Agency, LLC

PRIOR TO 2011, Henry Laufer was an aimless art student from L.A. wrestling with the typical 
undergrad uncertainty of “what comes next.” He was a regular at Low End Theory, the legendary 
underground club, which embraced a fusion of West Coast hip-hop and electronica. And from 
there, with little musical background, he found inspiration to drop out of school and make an 
album, assuming the musical moniker, Shlohmo. 

Since that decision, Laufer’s music has been greeted with praise and scorn, collaboration 
offers thrown his way by hip-hop icons and bottles thrown by disinterested concertgoers. Leoor 
Brown, backer of Low End Theory DJ royalty and creator of the Friends of Friends label, discovered 
Laufer’s MySpace page and took a liking. From there, Shlohmo released the Shlomoshun Deluxe 
mixtape, 2011’s Bad Vibes full-length, countless barbituating remixes and an entire EP with rapper 
Jeremih. The latest to leap from Laufer’s mainframe is a new full-length entitled, Dark Red.

“When I started working on Dark Red about two and a half years ago, I had just moved back 
to LA and built a small studio in my apartment, mostly with my dad’s old gear from the 80s,” said 
Laufer. “I had just lost some people close to me and was dealing with another loved one’s health 
issues. I was all over the place mentally, and I think it reflects in this record whether I like it or not.”

Dark, haunting, meditative—these are all ways to stereotypically define a Shlohmo track, 
though they’re words that scuff the edges, treading lightly on the surface of the music. With Dark 
Red, Laufer further explores genres, instruments and what it means to make music. Take the first 
single off the album, “Buried.” The track features slow, opiate-infused guitar with an arpeggio that 
sounds like it was formed in a dark cave. Accompanying the song, Shlohmo released a horror film 
disguised as a music video. Seriously, don’t watch it alone at nighttime. 

“I wanted the sound of the thing to be devastating and violent,” said Laufer. “[I like] recordings 
that force you to feel something even if that something isn’t good.”

With “Beams,” the second single released a few weeks after “Buried,” Shlohmo infuses a 
droning and distorted purr with a drum & bass beat. It’s like an outdated but melodic refrigerator 
was plugged into an amp and plopped inside a London techno club (and I mean that in the best 
way possible). Like “Buried,” the release of “Beams” came with a video; don’t worry, no grime 
or gore this time. The video was directed by Vine superstar Jack Irving and is reminiscent of the 
drugs, sex and adolescent debauchery of Larry Clark’s Kids (1995). Nick Melons, co-founder of 
WeDidIt, the label behind Dark Red, says the video “captures the rawness and nostalgic carelessness 
we associate with being young.”

“Beams” in particular is perhaps the least adventurous when it comes to exploring unknown 
musical territory. It’s the track most similar to Shlohmo’s old stuff but that doesn’t mean it isn’t 
terribly intoxicating. Other tracks on Dark Red do depart from previous norms, especially with the 
use of slinky, spaced-out guitar. 

“I’m proud to have made something polarizing, a record that’s strong and undeniable even in 
its moments of pure anxiety and confusion,” said Laufer. “It’s tragic and painful at times, but that’s 
all part of it and I want that to be heard and felt. You don’t have to like it, just listen to it.”
Grade: B
Dark Red will be available on April 7th.

SHLOHMO GETS DARK 
WITH DARK RED

BY DASHEL PIERSON PLESA

HALEY WOLLENS AND KEVIN AMATO

WHAT THE 
PRESIDENTS DRANK

BY JOE GRAY CHICAGO TRIBUNE (TNS)

Author Brian Abrams recounts our nation’s leaders’ drinking secrets in 
“Party Like a President.”

http://www.chicagotribune.com/
http://www.tribunecontentagency.com/
http://www.chicagotribune.com/
http://www.tribunenewsservice.com/
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FILM

BE PREPARED FOR A TSUNAMI of nostalgia when John Hughes’ teen classic “The Breakfast Club” 
returns to theaters for its 30th anniversary this month. With its definitive cast of so-called Brat Pack 
actors and its made-for-prom theme song, “Don’t You Forget About Me” by Simple Minds, the movie 
became a cultural touchstone of the 1980s and has exerted its influence on teen films ever since.

The man behind the movie eventually became a bit of a mystery, a J.D. Salinger figure who lived 
quietly out of the spotlight and refused to give interviews about his most beloved works. He stopped 
directing in the 1990s, and his later screenplays — “Maid in Manhattan,” “Drillbit Taylor” — were 
desultory, to say the least. He died in 2009 at age 59.

By all accounts, Hughes was a normal guy with a normal upbringing (in suburban Chicago, 
where many of his films were set). That may be the best explanation for his magical ability to draw 
American characters so convincingly — from children to teens to adults. Between 1982 and 2008, 
Hughes wrote, directed or produced 35 movies, some throwaways, some pure gold. Here are his 10 
best:

10. SOME KIND OF WONDERFUL (1987)
As the Brat Pack began to lose steam, Hughes and his go-to director, Howard Deutch, found fresh 
faces for their latest (and last) teen film: Eric Stoltz as working-class Keith, Lea Thompson as dream 
girl Amanda, Craig Sheffer as her arrogant beau and Mary Stuart Masterson as a punky drummer 
named Watts. The story is terribly contrived, and Hughes cannibalizes his own material — one 
character quotes “The Breakfast Club” — but an intense Masterson and her earnest castmates leave 
an impression.

9. WEIRD SCIENCE (1985)
Anthony Michael Hall and Ilan Mitchell-Smith play scrawny nerds who design their ideal woman 
using floppy disks (!) and a bit of magic. They try to give her a fifth-grade intelligence — this isn’t 
Hughes’ most sensitive film — but instead she turns into Lisa, a superpowered supermodel played by 
Kelly LeBrock. Bill Paxton steals the show as Chet, a dimwitted jarhead with a wedgie fetish. The title 
track became a hit for Oingo Boingo, the band led by future film composer Danny Elfman.

8. HOME ALONE (1990)
Hughes’ thinnest script — abandoned kid thwarts burglars using Wile E. Coyote’s arsenal — became 
one of his biggest hits. Starring little Macaulay Culkin as Kevin McAllister, plus Joe Pesci and Daniel 
Stern as the bad guys, “Home Alone” features lively, cartoonish direction from Chris Columbus 
(“Mrs. Doubtfire”), but what makes it work is a Christmas-season sentiment worthy of Frank Capra. 

“Home Alone” held the record for highest-grossing comedy for nearly 20 years.

7. NATIONAL LAMPOON’S VACATION (1983)
Based on a semiautobiographical short story, “Vacation” told the saga of an all-American family 
whose road trip to a California theme park (Walley World) becomes a darkly comic misadventure. 
The movie struck just the right note of subversion during the wholesome Reagan era, and was a career 
highlight for Chevy Chase as Clark Griswold, the upbeat family patriarch who finally goes insane. 
Directed by Harold Ramis.

6. FERRIS BUELLER’S DAY OFF (1986)
Matthew Broderick plays the title role in Hughes’ rollicking comedy about a slick high schooler 
playing hooky with his girlfriend (Mia Sara) and best buddy (Alan Ruck). It’s basically an extended 
fantasy — almost a work of magic realism — in which both Hughes and his alter ego do whatever 
they please, be it leading Chicago’s Von Steuben Day Parade or breaking the fourth wall to address the 
audience. The movie was entered in the Library of Congress’ National Film Registry last year.

5. SIXTEEN CANDLES (1984)
After seeing Molly Ringwald’s photo in a stack of head shots, Hughes pinned it above his desk and 
wrote this movie with her in mind. Ringwald’s first role as Hughes’ muse is Samantha Baker, a skinny 
sophomore pining for a hunky senior (Michael Schoeffling as Jake Ryan). Hughes, who also directs, 
established his formula here: a protagonist, an unattainable crush, a third wheel (Anthony Michael 
Hall as nerd king Ted) and various clueless adults. Though blemished by its infamous Asian jokes, 
“Sixteen Candles” remains one of Hughes’ best-loved films.

4. PRETTY IN PINK (1986)
Inspired by The Psychedelic Furs’ gritty pop ballad, this era-defining teen film stars Ringwald as 
working-class Andie and Andrew McCarthy as wealthy Blane, whose Romeo and Juliet romance is 
thwarted by rich-kid villain Steff (James Spader in a feather-haired role that would typecast him for 
years). The story is paper-thin but rich in real emotions and hard truths, most of them absorbed by 
the misfit Duckie (Jon Cryer), one of Hughes’ most touching creations. Directed by Deutch.

3. MR. MOM (1983)
Michael Keaton shines as Jack Butler, an unemployed dad watching the homefront while his wife 
(Teri Garr) climbs the corporate ladder. Hughes’ script finds comedy in domestic disasters (“You fed a 
baby chili?”) but never overplays the gender-reversal shtick. Instead, Jack gets to retain his masculinity 
while tending to the family he loves. It’s an endearing and even inspirational film, and still required 
viewing for dads. Directed by Stan Dragoti.

2. PLANES, TRAINS AND AUTOMOBILES (1987)
When their pre-Thanksgiving flight is grounded, prickly businessman Neal Page (Steve Martin) and 
gregarious salesman Del Griffith (John Candy) are thrown together on a road trip from Kansas to 
Chicago. The adult characters marked a shift for teen king Hughes, and the movie became not only 
a crowd-pleaser but a modern classic. Candy gives a career-best performance — he’d always been 
likable, but here he was moving — and Martin is sublime as a cranky, modern-day Job.

1. THE BREAKFAST CLUB (1985)
Hughes shattered conventional thinking with this landmark teen film, set largely in a single room — a 
library — where the characters mostly just talk. The now-iconic cast of Ringwald, Hall, Judd Nelson, 
Emilio Estevez and Ally Sheedy breathed life into their roles as kids from disparate social cliques, 
and writer-director Hughes used them to explore deep-reaching issues of identity and loneliness. 
The result was electrifying, not to mention a $50 million hit on a $1million budget. Even today, “The 
Breakfast Club” remains the gold standard of its genre.

©2015 Newsday
Visit Newsday at www.newsday.com
Distributed by Tribune Content Agency, LLC
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TOP 10
JOHN HUGHES

MOVIES

BY RAFER GUZMÁN NEWSDAY (TNS)

John Hughes’ The Breakfast Club, the definitive high 
school misfit drama, turns 30 this year.

http://www.newsday.com/
http://www.tribunecontentagency.com/
http://www.newsday.com/
http://www.tribunenewsservice.com/
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LIFESTYLE

THE AMERICAN MALE has long been judged a fashion dud.
The uniform of the Silicon Valley guy, after all, is a hoodie 

and T-shirt. Khakis and golf shirts show up on days other than 
casual Fridays.

But millennial guys in their 20s and 30s are transforming 
the menswear business, inspired by well-dressed male celebrities 
and TV shows such as “Mad Men” that celebrate bygone eras 
when pocket squares were de rigueur.

“Men are more in tune and more interested in looking 
good and sharp,” said Will McKittrick, an industry analyst at 
IBISWorld. “The younger generation is entering the workforce 
and beginning to spend a lot more on fashionable clothing.”

Although women’s clothing still sells more, menswear has 
been expanding at a faster clip.

Over the last two years, men’s retail sales jumped 4.1% to 
$101.8 billion, eclipsing the 2.8% rise to $150.1 billion on the 
female side, according to research firm Euromonitor. By 2017, 
menswear is expected to climb 8.3% to $110.3 billion, compared 
with 4.2% to $156.5 billion in women’s.

Retailers facing a clogged market for the ladies are now 
sprinting to outfit the modern man.

Luxury brands including Prada and Hermes have opened 
boutiques just for men. Nordstrom dropped $350 million in Au-
gust to buy online men’s styling service Trunk Club.

Southern California has become a major hub for emerging 
menswear brands that deliver a distinct spin on men’s fashions.

The region’s affinity for street wear and its deep manufac-
turing base have nurtured dozens of budding designers for guys. 
When GQ magazine, considered a style bible by fashionable fel-
lows, named its best new menswear designers of 2014, two out 
of the four were based in Los Angeles.

The surge in men’s apparel has even spawned its own lingo.
Analysts have dubbed the demographic driving the growth 

as the Henry (high earner, not rich yet) and the Yummy (young, 
urban male).

The looks that Henrys and Yummies are adopting to re-
place saggy jeans and T-shirts with ironic sayings? Among the 
archetypes: the modern gent (mixes suits with patterns and tex-
tures), the urban dapper dude (wears expensive street wear such 
as leather sweatpants), the upscale casual guy (goes for high-
quality, high-cost basics) and the lumbersexual (a twist on the 
term “metrosexual” referring to guys in plaid shirts with well-

groomed beards).
Menswear labels are not only delivering fresh takes on the 

male look, they’re also rethinking how men want to shop.
At J. Crew, which opened a dozen male-only shops in the 

last few years, cutting down on the number of decisions men 
have to make is a key reason those boutiques have worked, said 
Frank Muytjens, head of menswear design. Guys trust that J. 
Crew has done all the “weeding” to offer the best styles, he said.

“Our guy doesn’t have time to think anymore. We did that 
for him,” Muytjens said, adding that J. Crew has come a long 
way since he started there 11 years ago. “We didn’t have separate 
men’s stores,” he recalled, “and I always felt that guys had to scale 
walls to get to their departments.”

Tankfarm & Co., which opened its second shop in Novem-
ber at the Americana at Brand in Glendale, is what co-founder 
John Anderson described as “Anthropologie for men,” referring 
to the eclectic retailer that carries women’s clothing, accessories 
and home goods.

Tankfarm offers clothing and shoes from its own label 
and classics such as Pendleton, along with items such as pocket 
knives, beard oil and pomade. The company also occasionally 
hosts whiskey and microbrew tastings.

“Guys hate the mall,” Anderson said. “They do not want to 
go to 12 different stores to get what they need.”

Sales at Tankfarm’s first store in Seal Beach rose 40% in 
2014 from the year before, while its online business doubled, 
Anderson said. Tankfarm is opening a third location in Hun-
tington Beach in October and is scouting for a fourth spot.

“More guys are stepping up their game, especially the young-
er ones who are graduating college and not just scraping up beer 
money,” Anderson said. “This is just the tip of the iceberg.”

Those in the industry say the Southland is a prime spot for 
starting and growing guy-focused brands.

“There is certainly kind of a movement taking place in 
Southern California,” said Aaron Lavee, co-founder of John El-
liott + Co, which was named by GQ last year as one of the best 
menswear designers. Another brand that made the list, surf-in-
spired M.Nii, is also based in L.A.

Street wear label En Noir, also lauded by the magazine, was 
co-founded by San Diego native Rob Garcia. The designer has 
since left the label to start a line under his own name. En Noir 
produces some of its clothing in Los Angeles.

Lavee said his label, with luxe offerings that include sweat-
pants costing $288 apiece, has found that its male shoppers are 
happy to spend extra to buy quality clothing that they can wear 
on repeat — thus avoiding additional shopping trips.

“A guy will have a pair of jeans and a sweatshirt that he will 
wear regularly,” he said. “Spending $198 on a sweatshirt makes 
more sense when it becomes a daily wardrobe.”

Like many young guys, Mitchell Holguin said his style has 
evolved from an early devotion to teen retailers such as Aber-
crombie & Fitch to more polished brands such as J. Crew. The 
26-year-old college student, who collects photos of outfits he 
admires on the Internet, said he spends about $200 a month on 
clothing.

“I’ve come a long way,” said Holguin, who was browsing at 
the Americana at Brand shopping center with girlfriend Haleh 
Farhan. “He’s a bigger shopaholic than me!” Farhan joked.

The nascent fashion interest from many American guys has 
a fan in Rick Caruso, the sharply tailored magnate behind Amer-
icana at Brand and the Grove in Los Angeles’ Fairfax district.

Men’s clothing is one of the fastest-growing categories 
at Caruso properties, he said, with stores at the Grove and the 
Americana enjoying double-digit sales growth in menswear 
overall. J. Crew said its men’s shop at the Grove, which opened 
at the end of 2012, ranks in the top five best-performing stores 
by sales for the retailer nationwide.

Caruso, who still shines his shoes every morning, said his 
best advisor on up-and-coming brands is his 23-year-old son 
Greg, who is making a documentary on menswear called “Mak-
ing the American Man.”

“It’s the younger male driving sales,” he said. “They know 
the products they want, they know the kinds of shirts and jeans. 
They do the research.”

Caruso said he’s on the lookout to bring in more menswear 
brands and potentially even barbershops.

“When I started building shopping centers 20 years ago … 
menswear always struggled because men didn’t spend that much 
time shopping,” he said. “Now guys are spending more time not 
only on clothes but grooming.”

©2015 the Los Angeles Times
Visit the Los Angeles Times at www.latimes.com
Distributed by Tribune Content Agency, LLC

MILLENNIAL 
GUYS KEEN 
ON STYLE ARE 
RESHAPING 
THE FASHION 
TRADE
BY SHAN LI

LOS ANGELES TIMES

(TNS)

For the modern man, 
fashion is important. 

Here’s founder & CEO 
Calvin Cearley of 

Orlando-based Cloak & 
Dapper, a men’s general 

store specializing in 
casual clothing, grooming 

goods and provisions. 

JACOB LANGSTON/ORLANDO SENTINEL/TNS
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IT STARTED AS A CLASSROOM PROJECT at Stanford 
University. The idea: An app for sending photos that would 
disappear seconds later. Vanishing photos? Classmates scoffed. 

On Wednesday, four years later, a source close to the deal 
said Snapchat Inc. had pulled in a $200 million investment 
from Chinese technology superpower Alibaba Group Holding 
Ltd. That sum reportedly raises the startup’s market value to 
$15 billion, the highest of its Southern California peers. 

The vote of confidence from Alibaba validates how 
Snapchat’s unique mix of social media features has turned its 
relatively tiny force of 200 workers into an inescapable force in 
media, advertising and smartphone economics. And it underlines 
how quickly a company can rise from small beginnings to global 
stature in today’s breathless culture of apps. 

Late last year, Snapchat began generating revenue by 
selling ad space to big-spending companies such as game 
publisher Electronic Arts, cellphone carrier T-Mobile and 
retail chain Macy’s. Though profits probably are far off, the 
relationships with big advertisers has burnished the company’s 
image as an essential social media player. 

The fast-forward success has not been without challenge. 
Snapchat has “had some growing pains in their short journey, 
but they’re already there among the most important digital 
content distribution platforms,” said Brandon Quartararo, 
vice president of the investment bank Digital Capital Advisors. 
Those troubles have included a jilted co-founder filing a 
breach of contract lawsuit that was later settled privately; 
uncouth emails from Spiegel’s college fraternity days spilled 
online; his sensitive business emails leaked after Sony Pictures 
Entertainment was hacked last November; and a data breach 
that led to privacy concerns. 

The company also withstood criticism after it turned down 
a takeover offer from Facebook in 2013 for $3 billion, a sum 
that seemed absurd at the time. But Snapchat maintained its 
standing, regularly sitting among the top 10 most downloaded 
apps in dozens of countries. 

Alibaba’s investment could prove valuable, not only 
financially but strategically. The company, already a behemoth 
in China, aims to become a bigger player in the U.S. in both 
online shopping and content creation. 

“As an e-commerce site, you want to have access to places 
where people live their online lives,” Quartararo said. “You 
want to become a place where you go not just to buy a roll of 
tissue papers and groceries.” 

That’s why Alibaba has invested in mobile search engine 
Quixey and mobile game maker Kabam Inc., among 10 
previous investments in the U.S. totaling more than $1 billion, 
according to the tracking firm CB Insights. 

For Snapchat, the link with a company that runs online 
shopping services hints at new potential sources of revenue. 

Snapchat first hit Apple’s App Store in July 2011 under 
the name Picaboo. Later that summer, after dropping one of 
three co-founders, Evan Spiegel and Bobby Murphy changed 
the name to Snapchat. They had been working out of Spiegel’s 
father’s house. But Spiegel returned to Stanford University and 
Murphy to a job in San Francisco. 

Snapchat took off among college students that semester. 
The disappearing element _ along with a warning if someone 
screen-grabs a photo _ made it a perfect app for sending 
scandalous photos to lovers and others, though its use has 
broadened. 

In class, Spiegel would steal looks at Snapchat’s server 
logs to see how fast it was taking off. During one class, he saw 
one photo sent every five minutes, but by the end of the same 
class, it was one per second. Soon, he dropped out and waves 
of investors began pouring in, including the wife of Michael 
Lynton, chief executive of Sony Entertainment. 

By late 2012, Snapchat saw more than 200 “Snaps” sent 
per second and began a fundraising effort that would raise 
more than $10 million in venture capital. By summer 2013, 
an additional $80 million flowed into the company’s bank 
account as some 4,000 Snaps moved every second. It has raised 
at least $500 million more since then. 

New features have kept users engaged, including the 
ability to organize posts chronologically into “stories” that 
disappear after 24 hours instead of a few seconds. Users may 
also share content publicly now, and Snapchat staffers organize 
them based on major events (the Grammys) or locations 
(UCLA). The new features have given Snapchat the simplicity 
of Instagram, the draw of watching YouTube videos and the 

feel of a town square with observations on daily life, much like 
Twitter. 

Cable news giant CNN has several employees dedicated to 
creating and posting content to Snapchat, and is adding more, 
said Samantha Barry, the network’s senior director of strategy. 

“People are actively clicking on CNN on Snapchat to see 
the content we have curated for them,” she said. “And they are 
staying from top to bottom and spend longer and longer,” she 
said. 

CNN and other media organizations have put ads in 
between their Snapchat content, fetching sky-high payments 
from advertisers that are split with the startup. The funniest 
and cutest individual video makers have also become stars 
of the app. They draw millions of views on individual posts 
and get paid tens of thousands of dollars from advertisers for 
integrating product mentions. 

But analysts say Snapchat must broaden its audience 
beyond teenagers and young adults if it wants to live a decade 
like Facebook and YouTube. 

“If I start using Snapchat, my wife is going to wonder 
what’s going on with my marriage,” Mark Kapczynski, who 
runs consulting firm Kontrol Media, said half-jokingly. 
“Snapchat has to evolve into a trusted platform for a broader 
set of advertisers who appeal to an older demographic.” 

Of course, Snapchat could stick to its roots and add more 
services directed at millennials. 

Snapchat has expressed an interest in startups developing 
technology that recognizes the content of an image, according 
to sources involved in the discussions. 

Such technology paired with an online shopping 
marketplace like Alibaba could become a new form of 
advertising and selling products. 

“If they started to look and get more creative that way, 
they could really claim a piece of the big e-commerce pipeline,” 
Kapczynski said.

Snapchat declined to comment for this article. 

©2015 Los Angeles Times 
Visit the Los Angeles Times at www.latimes.com 
Distributed by Tribune Content Agency, LLC

ALIBABA 
INVESTMENT 
PUTS SNAPCHAT 
VALUATION IN 
STRATOSPHERE 

BY PARESH DAVE 
LOS ANGELES TIMES  
(TNS) LOS ANGELES 

Snapchat co-creators Bobby Murphy, left, and Evan Spiegel are seen through a window at the company’s offices in Venice, Calif., in May 2013. 

GENARO MOLINA/LOS ANGELES TIMES/MCT
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THERE IS NO DOUBT THAT ECHO PARK has become the 
“it” spot in Los Angeles—from the Echoplex, to a new organic 
grocery store, to…wait a minute, yes, that sound you heard 
was another coffee shop opening on Sunset. However, just 
opening your reclaimed-wood doors to the public doesn’t 
guarantee success, especially in the restaurant business. We need 
to tip our 40oz microbrews in memory of our fallen homies—
Allumette, Red Hill, Allston Yacht Club…While some inventive 
and tasty work was being done at each failed restaurant, you 
need more than a catchy name and a “high concept” to expect 
people to pay high prices.

Fortunately, a new spot opened up that seems to get 
“it”—Ostrich Farm. To answer your first question, no, they do 
not serve ostrich. As for the real scoop on the name, I suggest 
asking any one of the extremely friendly and personable staff, 
including the co-owner, Brooke Fructman, who works the front. 
You’ll find her husband, Jaime Turry, in the kitchen manning the 
wood-fired grill (more on that later.)

The restaurant interior is minimal but inviting. The 
exposed brick walls are painted white and the subdued lighting 
gives off a romantic glow without feeling like you have to be a 
couple to enjoy the ambiance. In fact, the night my wife and I 
went, there was a family of four next to us, while a clearly dating 
couple sat next to them. Along with comfortable seating, a 
lengthy bar encourages a glass of wine and appetizers too.

The locally-sourced menu is short and sweet and much 
appreciated. Better to focus on a limited amount of choices and 
do them well, which Ostrich Farm expertly does. We started with 
a flatbread and, as anyone who has met me will tell you, I have 
a Clockwork Orange-like aversion to flatbreads. I feel like it’s a 
not-so-clever way of telling me “no, we don’t serve pizza,” when, 
in fact, yeah, it’s a pizza. However, this flat bread was quite good 
and a pleasant start to the meal. The bread was nicely chewy and 
topped with grilled leeks, stilton cheese, and light truffle oil.

There are a variety of starters spanning multiple cuisines 
that are perfect for sharing. While the seafood options looked 
great (including a fritto misto), we could not pass up the chicken 
liver on grilled toast. I am a fiend for chicken liver and my Jewish 
aunt makes the best in the world. No, really, just ask her. I’ll be 
kicked out of the family if I say the Ostrich Farm’s version is 
better, but it’s pretty damn close. It’s a rough chopped liver, so 
if that’s not your thing then, well, you should probably make it 
your thing, as the full intensity of the liver is allowed to shine 
through.

There are two salads to choose from and we went with the 
crab salad—a generous helping of crab (the real stuff), avocado, 
escarole and winter citrus in a light lemon vinaigrette. It’s a 
refreshing mix that was surprisingly large enough to share, even 
though there was a battle for the last bits of crab!

For entrees, we relied on the sage advice of our new favorite 

server of all time, Ashley, and chose the grilled ribeye and the 
pork “ossobuco.” Here is where the wood-fired grill comes into 
play as the smoke adds a subtle hint of flavor to the meat without 
being overpowering. The cut is seasoned perfectly, although my 
medium-rare came out a bit more pink than expected. The 
ossobuco is a real star, substituting the most melt-in-your-
mouth pork in lieu of the traditional veal shank. Nestled on a 
bed of polenta and accompanied by slightly-bitter broccoli rabe, 
it’s a wonderfully comforting dish, especially on a rare cold LA 
night.

There are four options for dessert, and the top choice of 
both my wife and I, is the Elton John w/ meringue. The name 
“Elton John” is one of those happy accidents that occurs when 
an English dish (Eton mess) is interpreted by a multi-cultural 
kitchen. Whatever it’s called, it’s full of lemony goodness and 
fresh berries, and is a perfect way to end the meal.

Great news for locals and non-locals alike, Ostrich Farm is 
expanding their Thursday-Saturday hours until 2:00am, and will 
have a small plate option starting at 10:00pm on those nights. A 
Sunday brunch is in the works as well, so whether you’re out 
late or hung over from the night before (or both), you’ll find a 
welcome respite at Ostrich Farm.

Ostrich Farm is located at 1525 W. Sunset Blvd., Los Angeles CA, 
90026

LIFESTYLE

ECHO PARK’S 
LATEST 
CULINARY 
OUTPOST, 
OSTRICH FARM
BY SCOTT BEDNO

Pork Ossobuco  PHOTO: KRISTEN STANISZ-BEDNO
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RENFAIR.COM
Save up to $4 on tickets at

The Santa Fe Dam Recreation Area is a United States Army Corps of Engineers Facility and a unit of the County of Los Angeles Department of Parks and Recreation System

APRIL 4
thru MAY 17

SATURDAYS & SUNDAYS

Santa Fe Dam Recreation Area • Irwindale, CA 
626-969-4750 • 10AM to 7PM

Present coupon at Faire Box Office to receive one of the following:

Regular Adult Ticket Price is $28. Limit one coupon per person. No pets or smoking, please. 

Children 4 & under always admitted free. Not valid with any other offer. Not valid with online ticket sales. 

2 adult tickets for $35

Offer & ticket valid Saturday or Sunday, 

April 18 or 19, 2015 only.
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Adult Ticket

OPENING DAY!

Children Admitted FREE
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Bring your military ID to box office to 

purchase your ticket and receive:
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Offer & ticket valid Sunday, April 5, 2015 only.

Offer & ticket valid Saturday or Sunday, 

April 11 or 12, 2015 only. CC 3/26
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WEEKEND
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